Global Gas Genset Market (2016-2022)

Description: In global genset market, diesel genset segment has generated majority of the market revenues; however, with growing environmental concerns a shift towards gas powered gensets would be witnessed over the next six years.

Global Gas Genset market is driven by several growth factors such as energy deficit, need to generate power from cleaner fuels, rising carbon emissions and expanding pipeline infrastructure. Amongst all regions, Asia-Pacific is the leading revenue contributing region in the global market.

In terms of power rating, the market is dominated by the 300.1-1000 kW segment in 2015 followed by the 60.1-300 kW segment. The major companies in global gas genset market include- Caterpillar, Cummins, GE, Dresser-Rand, Generac, Himoinsa, Wartsila, MTU and others.

The report thoroughly covers the gas genset market by KW ratings, verticals, applications, and countries. The report provides the unbiased and detailed analysis of the on-going trends, opportunities/high growth areas, market drivers, which would help the stakeholders to decide and align their market strategies according to the current and future market dynamics.

Key Highlights of the Report
- Market Drivers and Restraints.
- Market Trends and Developments.
- Major Players Market Share.
- Company Profiles.
- Key Strategic Pointers.

Markets Covered
The report provides the detailed analysis of the following market segments:
- By KW Ratings
  -- Below 60 kW
  -- 60 - 300 kW
  -- 300.1 – 1000 kW
  -- Above 1000 kW
- By Applications
  -- Standby Power
  -- Primary Power
  -- Peak Shaving
- By Verticals
  -- Industrial
  -- Commercial
  -- Infrastructure
  -- Residential

By Regions
- North America
  -- US
  -- Canada
- Latin America
  -- Brazil
-- Mexico
- Others
- Asia-Pacific
-- India
-- China
- Others
- Europe
-- Germany
-- UK
-- Russia
- Others
- Middle-East
-- Saudi Arabia
-- UAE
-- Qatar
- Others
- Africa
-- South Africa
- Others
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